“Welcome to Plastic
Surgery Services of
Fredericksburg”

Available services
Sensitive Skin Facial/Rosacea
Treatment: Suitable for irritated or
sensitive skin. This is a gentle and
effective treatment to repair and
balance the skin. It reduces redness,
discomfort and inflammation, while
strengthening the skin’s barrier
function and restoring hydration and
suppleness.
1 hour - $90

FACIALS
Customized
Customized Facial: This personalized facial is
designed for an individual skin type. You will
experience deep cleansing, exfoliation, relaxing
shoulder and face massage, and customized
mask.
A very relaxing facial suitable for all skin types.
50 minutes - $70
AntiAnti-Aging Facial w/Ampoules: This powerful
anti-aging facial incorporates firming complexes
and antioxidants. This helps to reduce fine lines,
wrinkles, and restores your skin’s youthful
appearance. Indulge in a unique rejuvenating
treatment.
1 hour - $90

BODY TREATMENTS
Body Peel: This peel is appropriate
for arms, hands, legs, feet, back, chest
and neck. Exfoliates to leave smooth
hydrated skin.
1 hour - Starting at $110
Body Scrub: Reveal a beautifully
polished you with this intense
exfoliating body treatment. This
treatment will leave your skin feeling
smoother and softer for days.
1 hour - $85

Hydrating Facial w/Ampoules: Super hydrating
facial for dehydrated, tired skin. Introduce
moisture to environmentally damaged skin with
hydrating hyaluronic acid. You will leave with an
amazing glowing face.
1 hour - $90
Teen and Adult Acne Facial w/Ampoules:
Purifying acne facial recommended for
problematic skin. Treatment includes deep pore
cleansing, exfoliation, extracting, and a mask to
calm overly active sebaceous glands.
1 hour - $90
Mini Facial: Feel Fresh Fast. This mini Facial
incorporates a cleanse, tone, exfoliation, and
mask to get you ready to face the day.
30 minutes - $35.00

Where Your Better
Tomorrows Begin Today.

Men’s Facial: Deep pore cleansing facial with
exfoliation and extractions, followed by a mask.
This facial will leave your skin clean and fresh.
50 minutes - $70

PEELS
Vi Peel: Safe for all skin types with
little down time. Great for reversing
sun damage and the signs of aging.
Dramatically improves skin tone and
texture. Highly effective in treating
hyperpigmentation. Excellent for
clearing acne. Stimulates collagen
and elastin production.
30 min - $300
Radiance Peel: 30 minutes - $110
As a package- $330 (purchase
3 and receive the 4th free)
Radiance Peel, Face/Neck & Chest:
45 minutes - $200
Obagi Blue
Blue Peel :
45 minutes - $610.00

FACIAL BOOSTERS:
Priced individually or as add-ons with facial

Neck and Bust Mask: This treatment offers
spectacular tightening effects. It is designed to
model and form these zones of the body with
the application of special products made of
natural ingredients that slow natural feminine
aging. Your skin will look more relaxed,
resistant, and soft.
30 minutes - $50

Eye Treatment: Eyes are the first area of your
body to show signs of aging. This eye mask
treatment helps reduce dark circles and
puffiness. In addition, it reduces fine lines,
wrinkles, and crow’s feet that are less than
desirable ways to bring focus to your eyes.
20 minutes - $25

PARAFFIN WAX
Paraffin: Rejuvenate and indulge yourself
with our paraffin treatment. Feel the deeply
relaxing sensation of warmth and soothing
relief to soften and smooth dry hands and
feet.
Hands

15 min

$15

BOTOX, RESTYLANE & PERLANE
Botox®
$11.00 per unit
0.5cc Restylane®
$400.00
1cc Restylane®
$550.00
2cc Restylane®
$1000.00
1cc Restylane Lyft®
$600.00
1 cc Restylane Silk ® $575.00
1cc Restlane Refyne
$550.00
1cc Restylane Defyne $600.00
1cc Juvederm Voluma® $750.00
1cc Juvederm Ulta
$560.00
1cc Juvederm Ultra Plus $560.00

WAXING/THREADING
15 min
15 min
45 min
15 min
45 min
1 hr
30 min

$15
$10
$30
$30
$55
$65
$40

LYMPHATIC MASSAGE
15 min. session
30 min session
Package of 3-30 min sessions

$30.00
$50.00
$135.00

**All prices subject to change without notice**
**

Priya Patel was born in India and
grew up in Columbia, South
Carolina. In 1992, she married and
moved to Virginia.
She graduated from the prestigious
Institute of Advanced Medical
Esthetics where she received her
license in Master Esthetics. She has
been in the skin care industry for the
last twenty plus years. Priya
continues her education through
seminars to keep up to date on the
latest techniques in skin care and
esthetics.

Lip Treatment: This wonderful treatment will
treat your lips to intense hydration revealing
soft, silky and vibrant lips.
15 minutes - $25

Eyebrow
Lip
Face
Underarms
Arms
Legs
Bikini Line

Meet our Master Esthetician

For questions or to schedule an appointment
please call
Plastic Surgery Services of Fredericksburg
3312 Fall Hill Avenue
Fredericksburg, VA 22401
540-371-7730
540-371-4790 fax
www.plasticsurgeryservices.com
Dr. Howard Heppe
Dr. Harold Bautista
Dr. Pejman Aflaki

As a Master Esthetician at Plastic
Surgery Services of Fredericksburg,
Priya's duties include skincare, postop lymphatic drainage, and laser
treatments.
Priya has resided in Fredericksburg
for the last 15 years with her husband
and two sons. In her spare time she
enjoys reading, cooking, watching
movies and spending time with
family and friends.

